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Among the many controversial variables in ¿nance, risk premia stand out for their lack
of observability. Measuring premia as the difference between realized returns on risky and
risk-free assets has not led to unanimous conclusions about their size, which greatly depends
on the length of the sample￿ in addition, investment allocations or in￿ation expectations are
in￿uenced by the ex-ante values of the risk premia and ex-post returns are, if any, rough
approximations of these. Many papers have dealt with this issue, from the initial contribution
of Mehra and Prescott (1985) to very recent advances within a bayesian framework of Pástor
and Stambaugh (2001). This paper uses conditional variance models as approximations of
staticand intertemporal capital asset pricing models￿ the size of the equitypremium is assessed
for the US both at the market level and, through a conditional version of the three-factor model
of Fama and French (1993), at a ¿rm-level. The market premium has had large swings with
short-lived peaks over the last 75 years, ￿uctuating around a mean value of 5 per cent on a
yearly basis￿ this value rises to 6.5 percent when time-varying investment opportunities are
allowed for. In periods of economic expansion the expected premium on the equity return is
nearly half the value expected in recession, 20 percent less if the Great Depression period is
excluded￿ the cross-sectional dispersion of the ¿rm-level premia as a function of ¿rm’s size is
also in￿uenced by the position of the economy within the business cycle.
JEL c classi¿cation:  C22,  G12,  G13.
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1
In a recent study, Pástor and Stambaugh (2001) describe the equity premium, i.e. the
expected rate of return on the aggregate stock market in excess of the riskless interest rate,
as “one of the most important but elusive quantities in ¿nance”. The equity premium is
indeed very hard to measure because it is not an observable quantity￿ further it is largely
unexplainable, i.e. hard to reconcile with the prediction of a wide range of (consumption-
based) theoretical models, as ¿rst evidenced in Mehra and Prescott (1985). An additional
dif¿culty arises from the choice of the dataset from which the equity premium should be
extracted. While many studies rely on very long excess returns series, with data spanning
over a century, other papers employ a much shorter sample, claiming that ¿nancial returns’
distribution functions are subject either to time variability or to structural breaks. In this case,
supposing that a break can be identi¿ed to have occurred at time |, only the data between time
| and the current period are used to estimate the premium, which is likely to make post-break
estimates very erratic.
By contrast I estimate the equity premium in the US by adopting a standard reference
model, an intertemporal capital asset pricing scheme (henceforth capm), yet transposed to a
conditional setting so that the time variability of the mean/variance relation is not precluded,
and I choose data spanning a very long period, 75 years of monthly observations. This
methodology and the estimates it provides will be compared to those of Pàstor and Stambaugh
(2001), possibly the most up to date contribution on the topic (at least as regards the
methodology)￿ the setup and the results in May¿eld (1999) and Han (2002) will also be of
guidance. I share the view of Pàstor and Stambaugh (2001) that a long return history can be
successful in capturing the existence of a positive link between excess returns and volatility,
after controllingfor the existence of breaks intherelationbetweenthetwovariables. Adopting
a model with structural breaks, however, limits to some extent the frequency upon which
the desired inference can be carried out. Suppose that someone is interested in 1-day or 1-
4 The views and conclusions of this paper are personal and not necessarily shared by Banca d’Italia and
the responsibility for any errors rests with the author only. This work tries to put in a consistent setting infor-
mal talks and preliminary estimates of the equity premium performed for a working document, for which I am
grateful to Andrea Beltratti, Fabio Panetta, Marcello Pericoli and Roberto Violi. Please address any e-mail to:
fornari.fabio@insedia.interbusiness.it8
week holding period returns, i.e. in very short-term premia￿ in this case the (un)availability
of historical high-frequency data may impose a binding constraint on the analysis, since the
number of breakpoints (which in Pàstor and Stambaugh equals 2K+1, i.e. Ktransition regimes
separated by K+1 stable regimes) will hardly exceed one or two working with small sample
sizes. There are also a number of economic assumptions incorporated in their analysis that
could be dif¿cult to support in a high frequency context. For instance, they assume that
changes in equity premia are unlikely to be extreme, which does not necessarily go along with
the observed size of price changes at daily (but even monthly) frequency. Seen from adifferent
angle, ruling out extreme changes in the premium requires that the variance of the shifts in its
generating process is low, which also enables the pre-break returns to be still informative
in the estimation of the post-break association between excess returns and variances￿ again,
this assumption may be at odds with the observed features of excess returns (namely, fast-
changing variances). Similarly to Pàstor and Stambaugh, May¿eld (1999) employs a regime-
switching model where stock returns move between high- and low-volatility states. In each
state compensation is required for both the current-state volatility and the likelihood that the
data generating process switches to the competing state. More in line with this paper, Han
(2002) estimates the equity premium by letting the conditional volatility of the equity market
return be a state variable￿ his estimates are based on the ef¿cient method of moments applied
to a garch-type continuous time scheme.
In estimating risk premia I rely on a HFRQRPLF model rather than on a purely statistical
framework as in Pàstor and Stambaugh. The intertemporal capm posits a positive link between
stock returns and volatility, though the sign of the relation is left to be estimated, while the
conditional covariance between stock and bond returns is the second determinant of risk
premia. The time variability of such second moments makes risk premia time varying and
allows them to share the same statistical properties (for example, mean reversion). In addition
to the market level, the analysis also provides an estimate of the risk premium at ¿rm level,
through the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993). In this scheme, realized excess
returns of speci¿c portfolios of assets are supposed to depend upon the return on the global
market portfolio (in excess of the risk-free rate) as well as on the return on two additional
portfolios calculated as i) the return on small ¿rms minus the return on large ¿rms (i.e. it is
assumed that the investor is ORQJ on small ¿rms and VKRUW on large ¿rms, which represents the
size factor), and ii) the return on high-performance ¿rms minus the return on low-performance9
¿rms (i.e. the investor is ORQJ on high-performance ¿rms and VKRUW on low-performance ¿rms,
whichrepresents the performance factor). Besides providing time varying estimates of the risk
premia at ¿rm level, the conditional setting improves the performance of the Fame and French
setup beyond a standard homoskedastic speci¿cation.
The estimates of the expected risk premium must be accompanied by a measure of
uncertainty. The importance of providing reliable con¿dence intervals can be grasped very
easily by calculating the required change in the equity index level predicted by the so-called
Gordon model as a function of the risk premium. According to the Gordon scheme the
following equality must hold in equilibrium: _+ ’E o n j￿ ￿ },w h e r e_+ is the dividend
yield, o the real interest rate, } the rate of growth of real earnings, j the equity premium. If the
current values of _+c o and } were 3, 4 and 3, respectively, and j were D, equity prices should
fall by 25 percent to reach equilibrium￿ however, if the estimated value for j happened to be
￿, prices should rise by 25 percent. Owing to the impact of small changes in the estimated
premium on the perception of the HTXLOLEULXP equity level, some montecarlo experiments will
assess the precision of the reported estimates.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the estimation of risk
premia within a conditionally heteroskedastic model, discusses the choice of the factors in
cross sections of stock returns and reviews the structure of a general (multi-factor) model with
conditional covariances. Section 3 presents the results and some features of the premia at the
market and at the ¿rm level as well as across business cycles￿ estimates are then compared to
those reported in other works. Section 4 concludes.
￿￿ 0HDVXULQJ ULVN SUHPLD
2.1 $ FRQGLWLRQDO YDULDQFH VHWWLQJ
Practitioners typically implement their measure of risk premia by calculating
differentials of ex-post (i.e. realized) excess returns. However, the realized values of
a stochastic variable are not necessarily in accordance with the predicted values when
the conditional distribution is subject to changes over time￿ apart from purely statistical
considerations, economic theory suggests that ex-ante premia are what counts in the formation
of in￿ation expectations, in deciding the optimal allocation of wealth and in selecting
investments. Reliable estimates of risk premia can be based on a simple univariate garch-10
in-mean model, the econometric counterpart of a conditional capm, positing a relation
(not necessarily positive) between the ¿rst two conditional moments of a return process.
Conventional reasoning hypothesizes the existence of a strong link between volatility and
excess returns, but contrasts with the results of many empirical papers of the last decade.
Fitting capm-like models, these studies have failed to ¿nd a signi¿cant relation between the
two variables￿ in other cases, as in French et al. (1987), Campbell (1987), Harvey (1989),
Turner et al. (1989), Baillie and DeGennaro (1990), Glosten et al. (1993) the relation has
been found to be negative. Scruggs (1998) investigates this issue and, recalling that the
capm is a partial scheme and as such likely to be misspeci¿ed, shows that a positive relation
between risk premia and volatility is obtained when full parametrization is adopted. Indeed,
under an intertemporal capital asset pricing speci¿cation (i-capm), the relation between asset
return volatility and risk premia is a partial relation arising within a more complex ¿rst order
condition of an optimal consumption model. It collapses toward the capm only under (strong)
simpli¿cations.
To understand this, let us recall that though the capm is a static model, it is frequently
assumed to hold intertemporally. It is not hard to show that if preferences and the set
of future investment opportunities are not state-dependent, then the intertemporal portfolio
maximization problem can be treated as if the representative investor had a single-period
utility function. Merton (1973) was among the ¿rst to show that the portfolio behaviour for
an intertemporal maximizer is signi¿cantly different when he faces changing rather than static
investmentopportunities. Thisiseasilyillustratedbyreviewingsomestandardresults. Assume













where & ’￿ c2c￿￿￿cg, S&Er￿ is consumption as of time r,a n d‘ is wealth. The accumulation







nE + ￿ S￿_|11
where ￿￿ ’ ￿￿￿￿*‘ is the fraction of total wealth invested in the i-th asset, ￿￿ is the number
of shares of the i-th asset and + the wage income. Assuming that the continuous time law of
motion for ￿￿ is a geometric Brownian motion,
_￿￿ ’ k￿￿￿_|n j￿￿￿_5￿
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Assume now that individuals derive all their income from capital gains, i.e. that + ’f ,
and vectorise the state variable vector f so as to contain ￿, k and j, with the following
dynamics
_f ’ 8Ef￿_| n CEf￿_’￿
The optimality conditions for an investor who follows (1) are
























subject to aE‘c Ac f￿’￿E‘cA￿.T h e?n￿¿rst order conditionsfor theabove maximization
problem follow from the de¿nition of the function ￿E￿c￿(‘c￿c|￿’LE￿c|￿n@dao,w h e r e
@dao denotes the Dynkin operator over the variables ￿ and ‘ for a given combination of12
































shows that the excess return on asset ￿ is linearly related to the covariance between asset ￿ and
a linear combination of the ? assets with weights ￿￿ as well as to the covariance between asset
￿ and the state variables.
The Capm assumption is that there are constant investment opportunities, so that the
second term on the right-hand side vanishes, yielding the usual result that the excess return
on asset ￿ is linearly related to the covariance between the return on asset ￿ and the return on
the market. With this restriction, the theoretical scheme (2), written for the market index, can
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whereo| isthemarketreturn, o therisk-freerate,U| theinformation set dated| andkEk ￿ f￿cq
Eq ￿ f￿c/ E/:f￿c>cb are real parameters. The assumption placed on (2) is, however,
quite critical￿ as Merton (1973) remarks, there is at least one element of the opportunity set
which is directly observable and stochastic, the nominal interest rate. To understand what the
capm simpli¿cation implies, one can look at the aggregated (over the g consumers) demand13




















￿ f or if j￿o ’f ￿ The ¿rst case is
obtained under the Bernoulli logarithmic utility functions, which rules out the importance of
changing investment opportunities in equilibrium. For the second case to be obtained, either
the interest rate must be non-stochastic, which is not supported by the data, or the correlation
between the interest rateand all asset returns must be zero, which would not bean equilibrium.
Hence, the introduction of the bond yield into the garch-in-mean framework (3) is likely to
induce substantial changes in the estimated premium, and calls for an extension to a bivariate
setting, which is the econometric counterpart of an i-capm speci¿cation:
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where, in addition to the symbols employed so far, o￿ is the yield on long-term bonds (in this
paper chosen as the redemption yield on US triple-A-rated bonds with 10-year maturity), w￿
theconditionalvarianceofsuchyields, j￿o theconditionalcovariancebetween thebond return
and the asset return (the equity return), 4 the (constant) coef¿cient of conditional correlation
between equity and bond returns, ￿￿ is a conditionally gaussian error term and /￿c# ￿c￿
￿
are real parameters. Unlike the univariate garch-in-mean model (3), here the conditional mean
equation of the equity excess return has an additional term which is the conditional covariance
between the bond and the equity return. If the associated coef¿cient ￿ should turn out to be
signi¿cant, then the introduction of o￿ may be strong enough to modify the risk premium14
estimates obtained within the univariate model.
2.2 7KH FURVV VHFWLRQ RI ULVN SUHPLD DQG WKH )DPD￿)UHQFK PRGHO
The estimate of the equity premium required on the market index may not be a very
informative ¿gure for many investors. Not all economic agents buy the market portfolio, and
if they decided to allocate their wealth using expected Sharpe ratios based on the market-
level premium and riskiness, they could well ¿nd their strategy to be largely sub-optimal. To
examine the behaviour of risk premia at a ¿rm level, an extension of the bivariate model (4) to
a higher dimension would be an ideal working condition. Unfortunately, using conditionally
heteroskedastic models of large size is precluded by available optimization routines. Adopting
a factor scheme is a valid alternative, as shown by their widespread use in theoretical and
applied ¿nance (the simplest factor model in asset pricing is the capm itself). When working
with the cross section of equity returns, a large body of evidence suggests that, contrary to the
capm assumption, the market portfolio alone cannot provide a reasonable explanation of their
cross-sectional variance, especially when assets belong to different industries or countries and
when ¿rms have different characteristics, such as size, price/earnings or price/dividend ratios.
The view that the traditional market model needs be augmented with additional factors to
achieve a reasonable explanation of cross sections of (US) stock returns has been established
by FamaandFrench(1993) whoidentify two factors,i) theaveragereturn on small¿rmsminus
the average return on large ¿rms and ii) the average return on high-performing ¿rms minus the
average return on low-performing ones, as fundamental to explain, in addition to the market,
a cross-section of monthly Nyse, Amex and Nasdaq stock returns observed between 1963 and
1990.
2 Like Engle HW DO. (1990), the Fama-French three-factor model can be cast within an
heteroskedastic setting, where all factors have the bivariate garch-in-mean representation (4).
Assume that the & ￿|￿ factor, s&c|, is generated according to such bivariate scheme and let the
excess returns of a set of stocks behave as:
5 To save space in the main text, I brie￿y report here how FF build the factor portfolios. Consider ¿rst six
portfolios obtained by clustering individual stocks into two size (MV) categories (small and big) and into three
performance (MTBV) categories (low, medium, high). The returns on individual assets in the six portfolios are
weighted by the market values of individual stocks￿ portfolios remain unchanged between July of year w and June
of year w.4> when new book values are released. In thesecond step of the factors’ construction, the in￿uence of,
in turn, size and performance are eliminated. The size portfolio is obtained by computing the difference between
the equally weighted returns of the three small portfolios (for any performance class, 1, 2 and 3) and the three
big portfolios (for any performance), which amounts to eliminating the performance factor. Analogously, the
performance portfolio is obtained by computing the difference between the equally weighted return of the two
high MTBV portfolios (both small and large as MV is concerned) and the two low MTBV portfolios.15
o| ’ >| n
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q& ￿ s&| n 0| (5)
where o| are excess returns, >| is a vector of risk premia, s&c| is the value of the & ￿ |￿ factor
as of time |, q& are real coef¿cients and 0| is a vector of gaussian noises. Suppose also that -S
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consumption beta models, assets’ risk premia are required to satisfy (with B| ￿ B, for any
|)
3
6 The risk aversion parameter can be made time varying quite straightforwardly. Theory, however, does not
say much as for how it should vary over time. A typical hypothesis is that it evolves as a random walk plus noise,16
>| ’ B ￿SJ￿|3￿Eo|c-
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q&EB ￿ K& ￿ b&|￿ (8)
where B is a risk aversion parameter. Given that the risk premium on the portfolio representing
the k-th factor is given by
￿&| ’ @
￿
& ￿ >| ’ B ￿K& ￿b&|
where @& is a vector of weights orthogonal to q￿ E￿ 9’ &￿c with @& ￿ K& ’￿ , the portfolio
constructed with @&,i . e . ￿&| ’ @￿
& ￿ o| has conditional variance w&| ’ b&| n r&, with r& =
@￿













&r&ocwhich in turn requires the conditional variances of the factors
Ew&|￿toFDXVHtheconditional variancesoftheindividual assets. Theabovespeci¿cationchosen
for the asset pricing model has an implication in terms of the beta coef¿cients which will be
shortly made explicit in its econometric counterpart. As in all factor schemes, the estimation
starts with a ¿rst step in which the dynamics of the & premia required on the factors, ZsEws|￿c
and their conditional variances, ws|, are recovered by means of the bivariate garch-in-mean (4).
Then, a second step estimation is performed in which the conditional variance of the factors
￿w @ ￿w￿4.*w= In this case, however, maximum likelihood estimation would be prevented by the latent structure
of the risk aversion.17
and the risk premia required for the ￿uctuation of the factors are related, respectively, to the
conditional variance and to the excess returns of the ￿ ￿|￿ portfolio as:
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where ￿ is the number of factors.
4 Equations (9) and (10) indicate the presence of cross-
equation restriction on the q￿cs￿: the level is the risk premium factor loading, the squared value
is the loading between the factor’s and the portfolio’s variance. Following the structure of the
FF model, the number of factors is chosen to be ￿ ’￿ .
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2.3 ,QIHUHQFH LQ IDFWRU DUFK PRGHOV
The estimates of the ¿rm-level premia derived from (9)-(10) deserve great attention as
regards their statistical properties. There are indeed many dif¿culties in performing inference
in unobserved heteroskedastic factor models, which are summarized in Sentana and Fiorentini
7 Statistical tests for the control of the models are discusses and applied in Section 3.
8 Strong criticisms about the theoretical structure of the FF model have been raised by Daniel and Titman
(1997) and Daniel et al. (2001). These authors are skeptical about the factors chosen by FF being truly SULFHG
risk factors and claim that the setup lacks power against an alternative hypothesis named FKDUDFWHULVWLF PRGHO,
where asset returns are linked to the characteristics of the ¿rm that they represent (e.g. size or performance) for
reasons which may not be related to the covariance structure of the assets themselves and, by means of ad-hoc
built portfolios, are led to support their characteristic model against the FF scheme. More supportive of the FF
framework are the results in Mian and Teo (2001), who analyze the relation between the Japanese cross section
of stock returns and the revision which occurs in the expected rate of growth of ¿rms. They test the hypothesis
put forward in La Porta (1996) and La Porta et al. (1997) that the existence of a value premium (i.e. a positive
differential between the return of so-called value stocks - ¿r m sw i t hl o wM T B V-a n dt h er e t u r no fg r o w t hs t o c k s
- ¿rms with high MTBV) is not related to measures as the MTBV or the price/earnings ratios being priced risk
factors￿ rather, the value premium should come from a substantial (downward) revision to the expected rates of
growth of the ¿rms with high MTBV ratios. This ideagoes along withtheevidence ofa signi¿cant bias in growth
expectations: the large divergence highlighted in the literature between the growth rates of earnings for a large
sample of US ¿rms observed between 1951 and 1998 and their short-term expectations is a clear indication of
this (Chan et al., 2001). Despite the existence of such a bias in market expectations, Mian and Teo (2001) are
not able to show that the largest revision errors occur for ¿rms with higher values of the MTBV or price/earnings
ratios, a ¿nding which per se supports the assumption of Fama and French (factor model) over the alternative
view of Daniel et al. (characteristic model).18
(2001). A lone contribution on inference in conditionally heteroskedastic models of the garch
class is Lin (1992) who, among other things, provides a brief assessment of the consistency
and asymptoticnormality assumptionswhich aretypically placed on thecoef¿cientsof afactor
garch scheme as (9)-(10). Heemploys abivariatestructureto assess theempirical performance
of four estimators of a one-factor garch model, namely the two-stage univariate garch, the
two-stage quasi maximum likelihood (qml), restricted qml and full qml of the system. His






























where s2u￿ are the weights of the two assets in the factor (that is why s3￿ ’￿ ), }2u￿ the
factor variance loadings of the two assets, 1| is a 2 ￿ ￿ vector of independently and identically
distributed zero mean and unit variance noises, M| and l are 2 ￿ 2 matrices, #| is the (scalar)
shock to the common factor, ￿W
| is the conditional variance of the common factor and k and q
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where S is a 2 ￿ ￿ vector of constants, ￿ a scalar, +W
| the common factor excess return and
+| a 2 ￿ ￿ vector of asset excess returns. The simulation is performed by assigning initial
values, say Mf to M, ¿xing s and } and drawing 1f￿ then 0￿c# ￿c￿ W
￿c+ W
￿ and +￿ are computed
and the recursion goes on until time |￿ the l matrix can be computed from the sample cross
moments of the two components of 0|. At this point a garch model is ¿tted to the simulated19
factor and the two univariate factor-garch are estimated. At each estimation the values of
the relevant parameters are stored and their average over ￿ simulations is calculated. For a
factor garch-in-mean the parameters S ’E S￿cS 2￿c￿ck cqand the factor loadings } a r et h o s eo f
interest. In his experiments Lin employs sample sizes of 100 and 500 and persistences of the
variance generating process equal to 0.65 and 0.89. He ¿nds that the biases of all estimators
are essentially quite small though, with the exception of the full qml estimator, larger for the
unconditional part of the covariance matrix than for the other parameters￿ the coef¿cients of
the conditional mean equation are estimated with less precision than those of the conditional
variance equations but the bias does not appear to be a matter of concern. The presence of a
bias in the parameters of the conditional mean equations which stems from the analysis of Lin
(1992) suggests to report some additional evidence on the properties of the estimators.
2.4 5HODWLRQ WR UHFHQW DGYDQFHV
I review here the structure of the three alternative approaches to the modeling of risk
premia mentioned in the Introduction, which may be useful in interpreting the existence of
differences among the estimates that they provide. Implicit in Pàstor and Stambaugh (2001),
May¿eld (1999), Han (2002) and in this paper is the idea that the relation between conditional
means and conditional variances is subject to changes which allow for the time variation of
risk premia. The way in which such differences are introduced is, however, conceptually
different in Pàstor and Stambaugh. They postulate the existence of a number of transition
regimes separated by stable regimes and further assume that, in the latter, asset excess returns
are normally distributed as o| ￿ ￿E>￿cj 2
￿￿c whereas in transitional regimes they come from
o| ￿ ￿dE>￿ n>￿n￿￿*2nK￿{￿cj 2
￿c￿n￿o￿ The additional terms appearing in the transition period
are the average of the mean excess returns across adjacent states (￿ and ￿ n￿) and the returns’
jump size { (with K￿ ￿ f). These assumptions, which characterize the likelihood of the data,
are merged with prior beliefs in the posterior distribution of excess returns. Some of these
assumptions are mild and concern the distribution of K￿, the distribution of transition regime
volatility j￿c￿n￿c the transition matrix among states and the duration of the states￿ others are
stronger and concern the premium’s association with volatility and the magnitudes of changes
in the premium. As for the ¿rst, Pàstor and Stambaugh follow Merton (1980) in positing a
positive relation between equity premia and asset returns volatility, i.e. >￿ ’ ￿ ￿ ￿￿ ￿ j2
￿ with
￿:f and each of the ￿￿ drawn from a gamma distribution, whose variance, v, regulates the20
intensity of the relation￿ for the second distribution, RE>m
3
>￿c they choose a truncated normal
(since >:f) which has a variance matrix precluding large swings in the equity premium (ad
hocvaluesarethereforeassignedto thevariancesof{￿). Inthissetuptheex-anteriskpremium
at time | is given by the posterior mean of REom>c￿c￿cKcjc^￿c with ^ specifying the number
of lags to be included in the construction of the mean and the standard deviation of such a
posterior expectation. Against this setup, the garch-in-mean speci¿cation does not allow for
the presence of structural breaks. Given the stability of the parameters of the conditional mean
equation (> and b in (3)￿ >cb and ￿ in (4)), it will be the presence of large innovations in the
conditional mean equation (which can nonetheless be seen, very roughly, as a hint of a break
in the generating process) to produce larger and persistent conditional variances and premia.
It is also worth noting that the Pàstor and Stambaugh framework is univariate, while the factor
garch speci¿cation makes it rather easy to provide estimates of ex-ante premia at a ¿rm-level.
Also, the factor model does not constrain ￿ to be positive, though the plausibility of negative
risk premia remains to be explored (Backus and Gregory, 1993). The setup of May¿eld (1999)
lies in between the two other approaches, with asset returns evolving according to a two-
regime model, where second moments can switch between low- and high-volatility states, an
assumption that is again very close to the garch speci¿cation. At each point of time the within-
state mean and variance of the excess returns are given by
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￿nau ￿ ￿,w h e r eaM and au are the jumps in the asset returns occurring when the
economy switches out of the High (H) or the Low (L) state (r|). The third related paper, due to
Han (2002), employsa structurethat is very closeto (4), though slightly simpler. In hisscheme
it is the volatility of the stock return that plays the role of the second state variable￿ thus, while
(4) is a bivariate garch scheme, the formulation adopted by Han, equation (12) below, can be
cast as a univariate model although the speci¿c continuous time formulation that he proposes
cannot be approximated straightforwardly by a simple garch structure. His scheme is:21
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where ￿| is the stock price, j2





| the increments of two independent Brownian motions, kcqc Bcbfcb￿ and b2 real
parameters. He estimated the continuous time model (12) with monthly data for the US
stock market for the sample January 1926 - December 1998 through the ef¿cient method of
moments (EMM) of Gallant and Tauchen (1996), obtaining b￿ ’￿ ￿bb2 and b2 ’￿ ￿ ￿DD,
both statistically highly signi¿cant. Unfortunately, while EMM is a powerful technique to
identify the parameters of continuous time models, even when unobservable state variables
are present, it is not adequate to ¿lter out, directly, the historical path of both the unobserved
and the observed variables￿ such paths have to be recovered after the estimation, through the
so-called reprojection step (Gallant and Tauchen, 1998)
6. Given the different state variable
employedinmodels (12) and (4) it is interestingtoinvestigate whether the estimates of therisk
premium are dependent on the choice of the state variable, i.e. if the information conveyed by
the conditional volatility of the stock returns ((in 12)) or by the bond yield (in (4)), happens to
be equivalent or instead differs noticeably. While EMM estimation of (12) is easy to perform,
I prefer to keep the econometric methodology employed in this paper con¿ned to the garch
setting. To do this, instead of estimating (12), consider the following slight modi¿cation:
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which has been shown (Fornari and Mele, 1997) to have the following power arch scheme
(Ding et al., 1993) as discrete time counterpart:




w￿4, in correspondence of each of the realizations of the observable variables.22
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This discrete time speci¿cation (15)-(16) allows for the well-known leverage effect, i.e. a
possibly negative correlation between 0| and j2
|. The approximating property of (15)-(16) is
important insofar as the continuous time parameters of (13)-(14) can be recovered through
closed-form moment conditions from its parameters, although a discretization bias may affect
this procedure (Fornari and Mele, 2001). The convergence result naturally extends to the case
where the continuous time model is changed to
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and, accordingly, the discrete time setup becomes
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b￿ ’ b2 ￿ b ￿ 4
The speci¿cation of b￿ in the third equation in (18) above follows from the de¿nition of the
correlation between o| and j2
|c after noting that b represents the volatility of the volatility (see
the diffusion term in equation (14)). The values of the continuous time parameters b and 4,
necessary to recover the partial risk aversion coef¿cient b2, are obtained from the discrete time
parameters through ad-hoc closed formulae provided in Fornari and Mele (2001).23
￿￿ (VWLPDWHV RI WKH ULVN SUHPLD
3.1 *DUFK￿EDVHG FRQGLWLRQDO LQWHUWHPSRUDO FDSP
The estimates presented in this paper start from the market premium derived from the
conditional capm model￿ thistimeseries will be comparedwiththe analogous measurederived
from the bivariate setting which approximates the i-capm. In the same way univariate and
bivariate garch-in-mean models will be estimated for the two factors which in addition to
the market return de¿ne the Fama and French (1993) setup, i.e. size and performance￿ the
outcome of the three bivariate schemes will be the input for the estimation of risk premia for
quintile portfolios (i.e. ¿rm-level premia), according to the factor scheme in (9)-(10). I ¿rst
provide a brief description of the data. The equity market return is the monthly logarithmic
change of the aggregate US index. Firm level returns are the weighted average of the returns
on all ¿rms falling within each size and performance quintile. The bond yield is the yield-
to-maturity of aaa-rated US bonds converted to a monthly basis. The short-rate refers to the
yield of 3-month T-bills on the secondary market. The overall industrial production index is
seasonally adjusted and is taken from the Federal Reserve website. Details for the estimation
of the univariate factor-garch model (3) are in Table 1. As concerns the market excess return,
the intercept (>) is almost negligible in economic terms, 15 basis points per year (when the
quantity of risk, j2
|c is zero, the compensation for risk is approximately zero) and the estimate
ofrisk aversion is signi¿cant and positive(1.45). Theconditionalvarianceofthemarket excess
return is generated by a persistent process, where the sum of k and q equals 0.964￿ this ¿gure
implies that the half-life for the effect of a shock in the expected return process (¿rst equation
in (3)) on the conditional variance is 8 months (the shock dies out completely in 1 year and 4
months). The sample average of the market premium is 5.03 percent on an annual basis, with
a standarddeviation of 6.11 percent. Still withinthe univariate framework, the estimates of the
ex-ante premia required on the two factors of FF have historical means of 1.11 (performance
factor) and 4.10 (size factor) with standard deviations of 0.65 and 2.6 percent￿ the lower mean
and standard deviation of the performance factor contrasts with a higher persistence of the
variance generating process, 0.97, against 0.85 in the case of the size factor.
The estimates of the i-capm model (4) are reported in Table 2 for the equity market
excess return (o6c|), the performance factor return (oM￿uc|) and the size factor return (o7￿￿c|).
The equity premium and the two premia required on the FF factors bear clear evidence of24
heteroskedasticity inherited from the conditional second moments of assets’ returns (Figure
1)￿ they peaked in correspondence with the Great Depression, World War II and the oil shocks￿
compared with these turbulences the recent stock market volatility is minor. As to the relation
of the estimated premia with HFRQRPLF SKHQRPHQD, the 1930s strongly in￿uence their size,
with the market premium peaking at more than 30 percent (annualized), compared with an
historical average of just above 4 per cent over the post-Depression sample￿ between 1939
and 1942 risk premia reached highs of approximately 15 percent but returned below 4 percent
faster than in the Great Depression￿ a fast reversion of the premia to the long-run average was
common to all periods: hence, deviations from the central tendency can be characterized as
relatively short-lived. As expected, analogous patterns are shown by the conditional volatility
series. It is also interesting to note that standard deviations and risk premia are not perfectly
correlated acrossthethreefactors, which provides indirect support foradopting theFF scheme,
evidencingthat theyarecapturing different sourcesofrisklikely tobepriced inindividual asset
returns.
Looking at the estimates of the bivariate garch-in-mean model for the equity return and
thebondreturn, thereisanegative, statisticallyand economically non-negligible(￿f￿2.., with
Bollerslev-Wooldridge robust | ’ ￿H￿S￿) correlation (and conditional covariance) between
the innovations to the conditional mean of the equity and the bond return￿ this is coupled
with a negative and signi¿cant estimate of ￿ (￿ ’ ￿￿￿be, with |￿ ’ ￿2￿.e)) to increase
the estimated market risk premium over the single-factor capm prediction. The (partial) risk
aversion parameter ￿ becomes smaller (1.31) than the estimate obtained for the univariate
model of Table 1 (1.45). The overall effect on the estimated premium is displayed in the
second panel of Figure 1: under the two-factor model the market premium is globally higher
than that obtained with the one-factor speci¿cation and also slightly more erratic. Rather
interestingly, the largest deviations between the two estimates of the risk premium occur in
two periods, 1978-84 and 1996-2001. The existence of such divergences can be rationalized
when one considers that the two periods were characterized by negative, or low, average (ex-
post) returns as well as by increasing or high nominal interest rates￿ hence, in both periods the
purchase of equities must have required a FRPSHQVDWLRQ for the return lost from not buying (or
buying less of) the bond. The bivariate setting captures also the same phenomenon for the two
FF factors. The coef¿cients of conditional correlation between these two factor returns and
the bond return are negative (-0.42 for size, -0.39 for performance), and so are the partial risk25
aversioncoef¿cients￿(￿￿e￿.and￿￿S￿Dforthesizeandtheperformancefactor, respectively)￿
similarly to the market, then, the bivariate model-based premia are higher than the capm-
based counterparts (Figure 1, panels 3 and 4). The mean values and standard deviations of
the associated premia over the sample amount to 4.76 and 1.78 percent per year respectively.
Overall, the size factor seems to be more important than the performance factor as a perceived
source of risk. The premium on the performance factor is very low and the time-variation
appears to be signi¿cant only in coincidence with the second oil shock and October 1987
(panels 3 and 4 of Figure 1). By contrast, the size factor has a premium which is more or
less on the same scale as the premium required for the ￿uctuations of the market index and
reacts rather strongly to the stage of the business cycle. The top panel of Figure 1 shows,
for the equity return only, the estimated conditional standard deviations of the bond and the
equity returns and their conditional covariance. It is interesting to note that the negativity of ￿





(see equation 2), hence a positive value for the marginal utility
of wealth with respect to the bond price. This also happens for the other two factors and is
consistent with Chen et al. (1986) and Scruggs (1998).
3.2 3UHFLVLRQ RI WKH HVWLPDWHV
This section is devoted to judging the precision of the estimated time series of the
equity premium as a function of two circumstances: random changes from the distributional
assumption placed on the residuals of the two i-capm equations (conditional normality) and
random changes in the relevant parameters of the bivariate garch-in-mean models. Concerning
the ¿rst issue, despite generating unconditional student-t distributed errors, conditional
normality may not be fat-tailed enough as a representation of ¿nancial returns￿ many papers
have in fact shown that ¿nancial returns standardized by the conditional standard deviations
are not normal, which contradicts the garch assumption. Nonetheless, conditional normality is
the typical choice in multivariate contexts, though other alternatives have been explored at the
univariate level. In the present application, the control tests carried out on the factor garch-in-
meanmodelsof Section 3.3 (seeTable4) showthatthekurtosis oftheinnovationsstandardized
by the garch conditional standard deviation is much lower than the corresponding values
obtained when the residuals are standardized with the unconditional standard deviations,
though still not coherent with normality. As for the second issue, the estimated coef¿cients
of the bivariate models (Table 2) are instead all highly statistically signi¿cant￿ in principle,26
then, losses of ef¿ciency from this particular direction should not constitute a problem (though
Section 3.5 is devoted to a more rigorous assessment of this aspect in the factor-garch setting).
To address the ¿rst issue I simulate paths of the equity market excess return, of the
bond return and of their conditional covariance matrix evaluating recursively the bivariate
garch-in-mean model (4) a number g of times. In each of the g replications the parameters
are ¿xed at the values reported in Table 2￿ within each replication, at each point of time,
|,t h et w oWUXH sources of error 0￿c| and 02c| are replaced by a draw from their conditional
distribution, a normal with standard deviation given by the value of the estimated conditional
standard deviation at time |. As an example, if the values of the estimated conditional standard
deviation of 0￿ were equal to j| ’Sand j|n￿ ’S ￿2 percent per year at times | and | n￿ ,
the values of 0￿c| and 0￿c|n￿ will be drawn g times from, respectively, a ￿Efcf￿fS*￿2￿ and a
￿Efcf￿fS2*￿2￿￿ the value of g has been set equal to 5000. The black areareported in Figure 2
shows the con¿dence interval of the i-capm based equity premium calculated as the mean plus
or less two standard deviations￿ at each time point, |, the latter are calculated as the standard
deviations of the 5000 simulated premia. The dependence of the risk premium on both the
market varianceand thecovariancebetween theequity andthebondreturnsissuchthat periods
of high volatility increase the uncertainty about the true value of the premium. It is interesting
to note that the 2.5 percent quintile of the premium almost never goes below 2 percent, a
¿gure which can be taken as a physiological compensation for equity risk. Leaving aside the
short-lived periods of extremely high premia, coinciding with the most destabilizing events, a
typical con¿dence interval for the risk premium is between 2 and 6 percent. Compared with
the historical experience, the post-1995 period may seem a striking anomaly: the economy
was growing fast and yet the risk premium displayed a rising trend￿ in addition, the central
estimate provided by the model is associated with a decreasing precision: the [2-6] range for
the expected premium prevailing on January 1996 widens to [3-16] in coincidence with the
LTCM collapse and then gradually stabilizes around [3-10]. We may be tempted to judge the
risk premium recorded in this period as KLJK because of the extraordinary growth of the US
economy between 1995 and 1999, high even in an historical perspective. However, this would
be misleading since the increasingly high ex-post returns recorded in the ¿rst two-thirds of
the sample were forecasters of a slowdown of the business cycle (according to wide empirical
evidence stock returns tend to anticipate business cycle developments) and ex-ante returns27
must have been decreasing through the period. This explains the existence of increasing risk
premia while the economy was reaching the edge of the expansionary period.
Coming to the second issue, changes in the parameters of the conditional mean equation
of the equity excess returns (¿rst equation of (4)) do not, as expected, have a large in￿uence
on the precision of the time series estimate of the premium. To assess this I performed 5000
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with standard deviations equal to j>￿ ’2 ￿￿D ￿ ￿f3.cj b ’f ￿￿SSH, j￿ ’f ￿2DbH￿ the errors 0￿c|
and 02c| were kept constant at their estimated values for each time point |. The bottom panel
of Figure 2 shows that the 95 percent con¿dence interval related to random variations in the
relevant parameters is almost indistinguishable from the central estimate￿ more on this topic is
in sub-section 3.5.
3.3 7KH FURVV￿VHFWLRQ RI HTXLW\ SUHPLD DQG FRQWURO RI WKH HVWLPDWHV
Based on the estimates of the market premium and on the risk premia required on the
size and performance factors obtained within the bivariate i-capm setting, a factor garch-in-
mean model is estimated for each of 25 quintile portfolio returns
7￿ the associated risk premia
are recovered along with a synthetic market premium, calculated as a weighted average of
the premia for the ¿ve size quintiles. The time series of the risk premia required on the
¿ve size quintile portfolios and the ¿ve performance quintile portfolios are reported in the
two panels of Figure 3. Small and medium-sized ¿rms (second, third and fourth quintiles)
require risk premia much higher than the average￿ as for performance, high premia are paid
by ¿rms with the highest market value to book value ratios, which can be thought of as
RYHUYDOXHG ¿rms. From the inspection of Figure 3, there appears to be a tendency of the
cross-sectional dispersion of risk premia to increase with the business cycle development￿ this
is formally tested by regressing the within-size and the within-performance dispersions on
the dummy variable capturing whether the economy is in expansion or in recession. Over
the whole sample, the cross-sectional spread equals 195 basis points in expansion and 339 in
recession for size and passes from 138 to 249 basis points for performance￿ the t-student of
the two coef¿cients are signi¿cant at any reasonable level of con¿dence. Excluding the Great
: Data are taken from the website of Kenneth French. The 25 quintile portfolio returns are the weighted
returns of US ¿rms classi¿ed in 5sizeclasses and 5performanceclasses. FordetailsseeFamaand French (1993).28
Depression and World War II, the difference is much less striking, reaching values of 139
and 157 basis points for performance and 196 and 216 for size, but becomes substantial again
between 1973 and 2001 (57 to 103 basis points for performance￿ 207 to 310 for size). What
these ¿gures may suggest is that, under the implicit assumption that economic agents evaluate
ex-ante premia according to the model employed in the paper, differences in the perception of
risk across ¿rms in the last thirty years have been more closely related to their size (market
value) than to their book value, a ¿ndingcon¿rmed by other papers investigating theproperties
of the Fama and French (1993) setup.
So far Ihaveusedtheconditional settingwithout reporting any evidencefortheexistence
of conditional heteroskedasticity nor empirical support for the validity of the chosen model.
This is the intent of the remainder of this section. Table 3 reports the coef¿cient of skewness,
the kurtosis and the Engle’s (1982) A- 2 for the 25 quintile portfolios. Though the ¿rst two
testsaregenerallysynthesizedby theJarqueand Bera’snormalitytest, Iprefertoreport thetwo
statistics separately. The A-2 is a test for the presence of autocorrelated conditional variances
and is asymptotically distributed as a chi-squared under the null of homoskedasticity. The
evidence is that all of the 25 portfolios returns have time-varying conditional variances, the
￿2
ED￿ threshold at the 1 percent con¿dence level being just above 15. With reference to the
distribution of such returns, normality would be generally rejected because of a very large
excess kurtosis, though in many cases skewness contributes signi¿cantly to non-gaussianity.
As regards the control of the estimated garch models, I rely on statistics performed on
standardized residuals, 5|, i.e. on the residuals of the conditional mean equation (9) divided by
the time series of the conditional standard deviation (thus 5| ’ ￿|*j|) from (10). According
to the hypotheses typical of the garch setup, such residuals should be normally distributed or
at least much more normally distributed than the residuals of the conditional mean equation
standardized with their unconditional standard deviation (5W
| ’ ￿|*j). Lack of normality
could derive from a misspeci¿ed dynamics of the conditional variance equation or could be
the result of a wrong distributional choice, whereby, for example, conditionally Student’s-t
errors could provide a better ¿t for a particularly leptokurtic time series. The existence of
possibly misspeci¿ed dynamics of the conditional variance equation in a garch(1,1) model can
be tested by regressing the squared standardized residuals, 52
|, on the squared residuals of the
conditional mean equation (￿2
|) lagged from 2 onwards, checking if all these coef¿cients are
indistinguishable from nil.29
Table 4 examines the appropriateness of the dynamics chosen for the conditional
variance equation. When 52
| is regressed on the ¿rst ¿ve lags of ￿2
|3￿ excluding the ¿rst
E￿ ’2 c￿￿￿cD￿, an F-test for the joint signi¿cance of the associated four coef¿cients shows
that a garch(1,1) is a good generating process for the conditional variance in all 25 cases. The
table shows that the conditional standard deviation is always able to bring the original kurtosis
much more into accordance with the requirement of normality￿ in 22 cases (out of 25) where
the original excess kurtosis is on average above 6, the average kurtosis of the standardized
residuals falls to nearly 3 and in all cases the FRUUHFWHG skewness is suf¿ciently close to nil.
Itisinterestingtojudgewhether theconditionalversionoftheFFschemewouldimprove
on the standard homoskedastic formulation. A rough estimate of its relative performance can
be gathered from the tests reported in Table 5, where the dynamic heteroskedastic estimation
of the factor model is compared with a static estimation. The latter is obtained by regressing,
in each of the 904 months between July 1926 and October 2001, the excess returns of the 25
quintileportfolios onthethreesensitivities against the factor returns (i.e. themarket return, the
sizefactor return and theperformancefactor return), determined in a¿rst stage, then saving the
estimated coef¿cients and evaluating their cross-sectional means and standard deviations. The
homoskedastic model produces an estimate of ￿, the loading on the risk premium for the size
factor, which is not statistically different from nil￿ further, the values of ￿ and B are negligible,
so that only the market return seems to able to explain cross-sectional differences among
the quintile returns. In the heteroskedastic approach, on the other hand, all coef¿cients are
signi¿cant, with the exception of the intercept k. The market premium has a weight equal to
47 percent, the size premium 35 and the performance 18. These weights accord with previous
¿ndingsthat thesizefactoris moreimportantthan theperformancefactor asaperceived source
of risk.
3.4 5LVN SUHPLD EHKDYLRXU DFURVV EXVLQHVV F\FOHV
The ex-ante values of the risk premia are determined as a combination of the conditional
variance of the stock market return and the conditional covariance between the stock return
and the bond return. Given that such conditional second moments are in￿uenced by business
cycle developments, the estimated premia will also ￿uctuate signi¿cantly in response to the
economy being in expansion or in recession. Fama and French (1989) report that the risk
premium moves countercyclically, i.e. expected premia during recessions are large relative30
to premia during expansions. In addition, we should also expect the equity risk premium to
co-vary positively with the default risk on bonds
8 and negatively with the short-term rate (a
lower equity premium islikely to beaccompanied by higher stock valuationsand lower interest
rates). Some evidence of this relation is reported in Table 6. The equity premia, as measured
by the estimate derived from the i-capm scheme, have been regressed on a dummy variable
that equals one when the economy is contracting and zero when it is expanding, according
to the classi¿cation provided by the National Bureau for Economic Research (details for this
variable are in Table 6). The difference between the two periods is remarkable: the estimate
equals 4.15 in expansion with a standard deviation of 4.9, 9.93 with a standard deviation of
10.6 in recession. In addition to the higher level of the conditional volatility, the estimate of
the risk premium in recession is made more volatile (less precisely estimated) by the lower
number of occurrences of such events within the sample (26 percent of the 904 analyzed
months are recessions, according to the NBER classi¿cation of the business cycle commented
in Table 6). Throughout the sample there is no relation between the risk premium and the
contemporaneous level of the short - term interest rate: the slope of the regression equals -
0.05 but it is not distinguishable from nil￿ on the contrary the premium co-varies positively
with the contemporaneous bond yield, with a slope of 0.25 (a rise of 1 percentage point in the
long - term yield increases the equity premium by 25 basis points). The equity premium is
also very reactive to the defalult premium, measured by the differential between aaa-rated and
baa-rated bonds: a 1 percentage point increase in this differential raises the premium by more
than 400 basis points. The variability across states is much less evident for the two factors
employed in the Fama-French setup: the premium for the size factor is 4.5 in expansion and
5.5 in recession while the premium for the performance factor moves from 1.45 to 2.52. Like
the equity premium, these two premia co-vary positively with the bond yield and the default
premium, while are not affected by the short rate. This amounts to saying that unless monetary
policy transmits along the term structure of interest rates, it does not impact the perceived
riskiness of the equity market.
The analysis of the risk premia required on ¿rms with speci¿c characteristics of size
and performance con¿rms that the ¿gures are much larger in recession than in expansion,
on average by 40 percent, both across size and performance quintiles. Premia are not
; The return differential between low-rating and high-rating bonds.31
monotonically increasing across the two characteristics: the average value of the premium in
expansions is 1.4 percent for ¿rms in the ¿rst size quintile, 7.7 in the second, 4.9 in the third,
2 . 6i nt h ef o u r t ha n dt h e nr i s e sa g a i nt o5 . 5i nt h e¿fth. The same happens for performance,
with the third quintile requiring the highest compensation￿ overall, ¿rms with high market
value to book value ratios are the riskiest. The effect of the bond yield on the risk premium has
an average value of 0.22 across size and 0.20 across performance￿ the short rate has virtually
no effect on the premia￿ there is a high sensitivity of the premium to an increase in the default
premium. It is interesting to note that the values of such elasticities are very different over
cycles￿ the short-rate, which has no effect on the risk premium over the whole sample, has no
in￿uence in expansions but has a highly signi¿cant effect in recessions: on average a (plus) 1
percent move of the short rate raises the equity premium by 59 basis points. The same pattern
is detected for the reaction to the level of the bond yield (Table 7). Some additional features of
cross-sectional premia can be gathered by comparing Figures 2 and 3. Over the whole sample,
small ¿rms tend to require very low premia compared to the overall market premium: the
compensation for risk required for ¿rms belonging to, in turn, each of the ¿ve size quintiles
is below the 5 percent conditional con¿dence interval for the market premium in 95.2, 92.6,
82.4, 82.9 and 37.9 percent of the (904) cases respectively. Again such percentages change
across business cycle regimes: in recession, on average, such occurrencies are ¿ve percentage
points higher than in expansion (96.1 in expansion against 91.8 in recession for the ¿rst size
quintile).
In many analyses the equity premium is related to the slope of the term structure of
interest rates, measured as the return differential between a long term bond and a short bill,
since both variables are ultimately dependent on the business cycle. In one of the typical
references, Harvey (1988) ¿nds that the term structure is upward sloping during recessions
and especially at the trough of the cycle, and downward sloping in expansions, especially so at
the peak of the cycle. It’s trivial to show that the equity premium and the slope are both related
and dependent on the business cycle. Take the usual asset pricing relation:
.|d6|n￿ ￿ o|n￿o’￿
and write it for the slope (the bond return, o|n￿, over the riskfree rate, osc|) and the equity32
premium (the stock return, o6c|, minus the riskfree rate osc|), i.e.
.|do|n￿ ￿ osc|o’￿osc| ￿ SJ￿do|n￿c6 |n￿o
.|do6c|n￿ ￿ osc|o’￿osc| ￿ SJ￿do6c|n￿c6 |n￿o￿
It is then evident that both variables are related to the covariance between their return and the
intertemporal rateofsubstitutionwhich depends itselfontheappropriatelyscaledconsumption
growth between time | and time | n￿ . The unknown and possibly nonlinear relation between
the equity premium (oR|) and the slope of the term structure (r| ’ o|n￿￿osc|￿,s a ysEr|cw￿ can
be proxied by a second-order Taylor expansion around zero, leading to:
oR|n￿ ’ sEr|cw￿ * kf n k￿ ￿ r| n k2 ￿ r
2
| n 0|n￿￿
To see if the estimated premium bears evidence of this relation, the above equation has been
estimated separately for the whole sample January 1927 - October 2001 and for the periods
of recession only, with separate intercepts in the two periods. A further splitting based on
periods of inverted (i.e. negative) slope of the term structure has not been possible, due to the
limited number of such occurrences (Figure 4, top panel). The parabolic relation between the
slope of the term structure and the equity premium for the whole sample and the recessions
is reported in the bottom panel of Figure 4. While the relation between equity premium and
slope is indistinguishable across expansions and recessions when the slope is between .-40 and
40 basis points, recessions are characterized by a much stronger impact when the it is outiside
of this interval. With a ￿at term structure the equity premium has been on average equal to
4 percent￿ when the slope increased to 100 basis points the premium was 4.3 per cent over
the whole sample and 4.8 in recessions￿ when it reached 200 basis points the premium was
approximately 5 percent per year in the full sample and 7.5 in recessions.
3.5 &RPSDULVRQ ZLWK DOWHUQDWLYH IRUPXODWLRQV RI WKH HTXLW\ SUHPLXP
I now compare the equity premium derived in this paper with the estimated time series
r e p o r t e di nM a y ¿eld (1999) and in Pàstor and Stambaugh (2001). May¿eld does not graph
his estimates, but panel B of his Figure 2 reports the high-volatility state probability along33
with the NBER recession phases between 1926 and 1997. The coincidence between such
probabilities and the risk premium reported in Figure 1 of this paper is remarkable￿ both series
reach the highest levels during recessions. The estimated premium in May¿e l di so na v e r a g e
7.8 percent, 4.8 in expansion (low-volatility state), 30.3 in recession (high-volatility state).
The con¿dence interval across the whole sample is [3.1-11.9] percent, [1.8-8.1] in expansion.
Similarly to the estimates of the present paper, the duration of expansions is much higher than
that of recessions, 7.2 versus 1.0 years
9. A rising trend of the equity premium after 1990 is
also found by May¿eld: in his estimates the average risk premium is 8.2 per cent between
1940 and 1989, 10.9 between 1990 and 1997, though the difference between such means, -2.7
percentage points, has a t-ratio of only -0.63.
The estimates reported in Pàstor and Stambaugh span a monthly sample ranging from
1834 to 1999￿ assuming a simple break in the excess return series in December 1925, the
authors estimate that the risk premium was in the [3.64-5.22] percent per year range between
1834 and 1925 and in the [5.22-8.36] range between 1926 and 1999, depending on different
values of the jump variance (see sub-section 2.4). Their estimate, on average, decreases after
1926 in the “benchmark” case, from nearly 6 to 4.7 percent￿ it is a very smooth series with
no sign of oscillation, which contrasts sharply with the estimated conditional variances typical
of the universal ¿nding of arch effects. Much higher values, similar to those obtained in
this paper and in May¿eld (1999) in recessions, are obtained only for very high degrees of
the mean-variance association. Hence, though the average estimate of Pàstor and Stambaugh
accords with the other two, it is the shape of the time series which does not agree with the
reported features of ¿nancial returns.
I shed further light on the topic by estimating the time series of the equity premium
with annual data spanning two centuries, from 1800 to 2001
10. These data are end-January
¿gures, so employing average annual ¿gures would result in lower volatility, hence in a lower
risk premium, due to time aggregation. Long-term interest rates are available only from 1831,
hence the i-capm will be estimated imposing a zero covariance between the equity return and
the asset return from 1800 to 1831. What I intend to show is that the expected volatility
< This is a direct outcome of the Markov-switching framework in May¿eld. In this paper it can be ap-




4￿￿￿￿ per cent per year in (4).
43 These data are taken from www.glob¿ndata.com34
and the compensation demanded by investors change greatly over different horizons￿ although
PS employ monthly data from 1871 to 1998, the mean-variance association is not allowed to
re￿ect its WUXH (unobservable) value. Figure 5 shows the two estimates of the equity premium
derived, as before, from the conditional capm and the conditional icapm. The capm-based
estimateprovidesapictureof theequity premium whichis very closeto estimatesderived from
the Gordon formula mentioned in the Introduction, which can be considered as a long-term
equilibrium relation. The premium rises steadily from 1.0 to 2.5 per cent per year in the 1800
- 1870 sample, stays unchanged until 1910 and then gradually increase to 4 percent in 1940.
After the war it decreases to 3.0 percent in 2001. The average value of the premium is 2.56
percent, 1.7 between 1800and 1871, 2.86 between1871 and 1940, 3.21 afterwards. Looking at
the i-capm estimate the picture changes markedly, as the ￿uctuations of the long - term interest
rate were changing the ex-ante compensation for risk. Although in this case the ￿uctuations of
the premium are much more evident than for the capm-based estimates, the values are much
lower than those recorded at the 1-month horizon (Figure 1, top panel)￿ the average over the
whole sample is 3.77 (nearly 6.5 with monthly data￿ Table 2), 1.18 between 1800 and 1870,
5.78 between 1870 and 1940 (mostly due to the Great Depression), 4.39 afterwards. Thus,
the chosen degree of association for the mean/variance relation (￿ in sub-section 2.4), the
￿uctuation allowed for the volatility ({￿ in sub-section 2.4) and the length of the investment
horizon (the holding period) may reconcile ¿gures that one would otherwise judge as very
different.
Last, I compare the speci¿cation (4) to the alternative scheme, (12), of Han (2002) as
approximated by model (17) in continuous time and (18) in discrete time. The maximum
likelihood estimation of the power arch-in-mean model (18) for the monthly stock returns, o|,
over the period August 1926 - October 2001 produced the following result, with all parameters
highly signi¿cant:
o| ’￿ ￿2H ￿ ￿f
3e nf ￿fDe ￿ j
2
| nf ￿2￿e ￿j| n 0|
j
2
| ’H ￿D. ￿ ￿f
3D nf ￿SeD ￿ j
2
|3￿ nf ￿￿D￿ ￿ Em0|3￿m￿f￿fb ￿ 0|3￿￿
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Based on such discrete time parameters, the continuous time parameters 4 and b of
model (17) are found to be ￿f￿￿be and f￿DDb respectively, so that b2 ’ ￿ f￿￿.
Ef￿fH￿uf￿￿e.￿ ’ ￿￿￿.H￿
The estimates reported in Han, that refer to a slightly shorter sample, evidence a much lower
correlation between stock returns and stock returns volatility (4 ’ ￿f￿fD instead of ￿f￿￿be in
(17)), a smaller volatility of the conditional volatility (b ’f ￿￿￿ instead of f￿DS in (17)) and a
smaller value for b2 E￿f￿DS instead of ￿￿￿.H in (17)). The approximation to the time series
of the equity premium evaluated by Han (2002) and the estimate based on (4) are reported in
Figure 6 along with vertical bars identifying the NBER business cycle dating. The two series
provide a homogeneous picture for the size of the equity premium, if one excludes a more
rapid fall of the estimate based on (4) through the expansionary periods￿ overall (12) produces
a less volatile premium 4.15 per cent per year with a standard deviation of 2.97 per cent in
expansion (against 4.15 and 4.93) across the whole sample and a lower premium, 7.67 with
standard deviation of 4.16 per cent in recessions (against 9.93 and 10.6)￿ the lower mean of
the premium in periods of recessions (7.67 versus 9.93) produced by model (13)-(14) comes
entirely from the second oil shock period, when the conditional volatility of the stock return
was much less variable than the level of the long-term interest rate.
3.6 &RQVLVWHQF\ RI WKH IDFWRU￿JDUFK HVWLPDWHV
In Section 3.2 I analyzed the effect on the estimated risk premium of random changes in
the parameters of the conditional mean equation (9), thus providing an estimated con¿dence
interval for the premium. In the simulation reported there the values of the parameters were
sampled from a normal distribution, centered on the (true) estimated value, with standard
deviation equal to the estimated standard error, i.e. consistency was considered to hold,
as typical of the maximum likelihood estimation. However, in the estimation of the ¿rm-
level premia through the conditional factor-garch model, this property was simply assumed
to hold owing to the results of the monte carlo experiments of Lin (1992). However, since
the properties of the estimators in factor-garch schemes have not been explored in detail and,
again according to Lin (1992) some degree of inconsistency is expected, I provide here a brief
assessment of the consistency assumption when asset returns and their conditional variances
are generated by the following scheme36
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The persistence of the model has been set to reproduce the features of the data, i.e. f￿be￿
in another experiment it has been ¿xed to f￿Se. The factor is built as the simple average of
the two assets￿ the factor loadings in the construction of the conditional variance matrix are
￿￿2 and f￿H for the two assets respectively. The risk aversion coef¿cient is ￿￿￿D (close to our
estimates) and the sample size is also close to the dimension of the actual data, i.e. ￿fff.T h e
distribution of the relevant parameters is derived from two replications of size 2ff and ￿fff,
with additional Dff observations employed as a warm-up of the experiment. The mean values
of the parameters of interest are in Table 5, while their distributions, reported for the case in
which k n q ’f ￿be and in which there are 2ff replications, are in Figure 7 (top panel). I
start from the conditional mean of the factor returns: the estimate of s￿ ￿ S is f￿2￿￿ with a
standard deviation of f￿f￿e, against a true value of f￿2. The t-ratio of the difference between
the two values is f￿bS. The risk aversion parameter, ￿c is estimated with less precision, the
mean value being f￿bD against a true value of ￿￿￿D￿ the t-ratio of (f￿bD ￿ ￿￿￿D)i s￿f￿b2,
which again is not signi¿cant. The same happens for the conditional mean equations of the
two factors: while the constants are estimated with good precision, the two slopes display a
sizeable downward bias, the means being f￿b￿ and f￿.f instead of ￿￿2 and f￿H￿ in both cases
the standard deviations are suf¿ciently high to make the bias not statistically signi¿cant. Both
intercepts SE￿￿ and SE2￿ have an upward bias, slightly higher for the ¿rst factor than for the
second￿ again, the biases arenot signi¿cant. In all threecases the parameters of theconditional
variance equations are estimated quite precisely. Results are not different when the number of
replications is increased to ￿fff (see Table 8). As regards the variability across replications,
the shapes of the distributions of the coef¿cients reported again in Figure 7 (top panel) appear
to be rather gaussian for the intercepts of the conditional mean equations (i.e. s￿ ￿ Sc SE￿￿c37
SE2￿)a n df o rt h ec o e f ¿cients k in the conditional variance equations. The estimates of the
risk aversion, the conditional variance factor loadings and the coef¿cients q in the conditional
variance equation are strongly negatively skewed. In any case the bias is not statistically
relevant, so that the estimates reported throughout the paper can be regarded as suf¿ciently
reliable. The picture changes greatly, especially for ef¿ciency, when the persistence of the
variance generating process drops to f￿Se, a value obtained as Eknq￿’f ￿￿￿nf￿D￿ (Table 8
and bottom panel of Figure7). This suggests that when the conditional varianceis rather noisy,
i.e. the relative importance of the shocks (02
|3￿￿ tends to dominate the importance of the signal
Ej2
|3￿￿, then the properties of garch as volatility ¿lters are signi¿cantly reduced￿ however, this
situation is very far from the features of the excess returns series employed in the paper.
￿￿ &RQFOXVLRQV
This paper has provided estimates of the equity premium in the US employing a long
timeseries ofexcess returns, spanning 75 yearsof monthly observations. Theex-antevaluesof
the equity premium is extracted from conditional versions of both a capm and an intertemporal
capm model, which ¿nd empirical counterparts in a univariate and a bivariate garch-in-mean
process. The bivariate setup has been employed to estimate the premia required on two
additional returns, which represent the factor portfolios of the Fama and French model. These
two premia, together with the equity premium, are employed to estimate ¿rm-speci¿cp r e m i a ,
i.e. the premia required on portfolios composed by ¿rms of different size and performance.
The equity premium, as estimated within the intertemporal capm speci¿cation, has a mean of
6.5 percent between July 1926 and October 2001, re￿ecting one of 4.15 per cent in periods
of expansion and of 9.93 in recessions￿ the variability of the two series is also very different
in the two stages of the business cycle, 3.1 in expansions, 10 in recessions. Time-varying
standard errors for the estimated equity premium are obtained by simulating the model and
show, among other things, that a 2 percent level can be regarded as a physiological value of the
premium. The widest ranges occurred in coincidence with major destabilizing events, most of
them recessions (the Great Depression, the Second World War, the oil shocks). A few were
time-speci¿c (the Black Friday crash of the US stock market on October 1987 and the collapse
oftheLTCMin October1998). Thewideningcon¿denceinterval observed sincethebeginning
of 1996 is peculiar since it happened in a period of sustained economic growth. Throughout
the sample, the equity premium is not in￿uenced by the level of the short-term rate, while a38
positive relation is found in periods of recession￿ the premium has a positive correlation with
the long-term yield and with the default premium, measured by the differential between aaa
and baa-rated bonds. The dispersion of the risk premia across ¿rms of different size (market
value) and performance (market-to-book equity ratio) is also in￿uenced by business cycle
developments. The size factor dominates over the performance factor as a perceived source of
risk after 1973. Estimates substantially agree with those reported in a number of recent papers.7DEOHV DQG ¿JXUHVTable 1
8QLYDULDWH JDUFK￿LQ￿PHDQ PRGHOV IRU WKH H[￿DQWH ULVN SUHPLXP @
>b / k q . d> n bj2o r|￿_e￿
market -0.000152 1.45 1.02￿￿f3e 0.111 0.853 5.03 6.11
size 0.000770 9.11 2.70￿￿f3D 0.019 0.836 4.10 2.57
performance 0.000138 4.81 2.59￿￿f3D 0.047 0.921 1.11 0.65
@: The risk premium on the three factors is estimated through the following garch-in-mean(1,1) model:
o￿c| => n b ￿ j2
￿c| n 0￿c|( 0￿c|m\|3￿ ￿ ￿Efcj2
￿c|￿
j2
￿| ’ / n k ￿ 02
￿c|3￿ n q ￿ j2
￿c|3￿￿
where o￿c| is the ex-post excess return on factor i, j2
￿c| its conditional variance and \| the information set
dated t. The expected value of the risk premium, .d> n bj2oc and its standard deviation are obtained
from the time series (904 monthly observations) of the estimated premium￿ they are expressed as percent per
year￿ Estimates are based on quasi-maximum likelihood￿ signi¿cance of the parameters is measured with the
Bollerslev-Wooldridge (1992) consistent covariance matrix.
Table 2
%LYDULDWH JDUFK￿LQ￿PHDQ PRGHOV IRU WKH H[￿DQWH ULVN SUHPLXP@
>￿ b￿ / ￿ k￿ q￿ >2 /2 k2 q2 4> j
market f￿fffH2 ￿￿￿￿ 3￿￿be ￿￿HDu￿f3D f￿fbD f￿.f 3f￿fff￿e S￿Sbu￿f3S f￿fS￿ f￿.b￿ 3f￿2.. S￿DfK S￿DD
size f￿fff￿e f￿￿e 3￿e￿SS ￿￿bbu￿f3D f￿fbf f￿.e f￿fff22b S￿￿Du￿f3S f￿fb2 f￿.bD 3f￿e2￿ e￿.S ￿￿e￿
perf. 3f￿fff￿. f￿2￿ 3￿S￿eS ￿￿HSu￿f3D f￿fS￿ f￿.e 3f￿fffSf .￿￿.u￿f3S f￿fHe f￿.b2 3f￿￿HS ￿￿.H 2￿e.
@: The risk premium on the three factors is estimated through the following bivariate garch-in-mean(1,1)
model:
o￿c| =>￿ n b ￿ j2




￿c| ’ /￿ n k￿ ￿ 02
￿c|3￿ n q￿ ￿ j2
￿c|3￿
j2
￿c| ’ /2 n k2 ￿ 02
￿c|3￿ n q2 ￿ j2
￿c|3￿
j￿￿c| ’ 4 ￿ j￿c| ￿ j￿c|
where o￿c| is the ex-post excess return on factor i, j2
￿c| its conditional variance and \| the information set
dated t. The expectedvalue of the risk premium,
_
>’ .E>￿nbj2
￿ n￿j￿￿c|￿c and its standard deviation,
3
jcare obtained from the time series (904 monthlyobservations) of the estimated premium￿ theyare expressed
as percent per year￿ The three time series of risk premia are reported in Figure 1. Estimates are based on
quasi-maximum likelihood￿ signi¿canceofthe parametersismeasured withthe Bollerslev-Wooldridge(1992)
consistent covariance matrix.Table 3
7HVWV RQ SRUWIROLRV UHWXUQV
US, monthly data: January 1926 - October 2001
quintiles: size,perf. skewness kurtosis-3 T￿-2
1,1 2.84 1.41 76.99
1,2 3.99 2.47 70.03
1,3 -0.24 1.88 77.73
1,4 -0.56 4.50 70.73
1,5 -0.81 7.03 43.59
2,1 -0.24 5.34 66.29
2,2 -0.63 10.98 50.29
2,3 -0.38 5.97 56.29
2,4 -0.49 5.84 62.77
2,5 -0.19 5.10 54.12
3,1 0.00 1.39 82.10
3,2 -0.29 2.61 62.26
3,3 -0.41 3.45 82.13
3,4 -0.33 2.97 80.05
3,5 -0.51 5.80 54.80
4,1 -0.81 8.88 37.51
4,2 -0.45 8.54 36.98
4,3 -0.64 4.11 69.96
4,4 -0.58 4.66 85.16
4,5 -0.17 3.50 73.03
5,1 -0.29 1.65 83.23
5,2 -0.02 1.22 79.46
5,3 -0.32 2.61 67.04
5,4 -0.95 5.49 56.35
5,5 -0.86 2.86 110.19
The TR2 is the product of the sample size (T) times the coef¿cient of determination (R2) of a regression of the squared
demeaned portfolio returns on a constant and their ¿ve lags. It is asymptotically distributed as a chi-squared with ¿ve degrees
of freedom.Table 4
&RQWURO RI WKH HVWLPDWHG JDUFK PRGHOV
quintiles: size,perf. skewness@ skewnessK kurtosis@ kurtosisK volatility dynamicsS
1,1 2.71 0.92 28.06 7.69 0.72
1,2 3.88 0.29 49.04 3.97 0.29
1,3 1.98 0.29 16.24 4.36 0.90
1,4 2.63 0.05 28.28 3.33 0.36
1,5 3.04 0.80 28.69 8.32 0.07
2,1 0.35 -0.29 5.25 2.50 0.29
2,2 1.70 -0.36 18.99 2.96 0.17
2,3 2.14 -0.39 22.73 3.03 0.18
2,4 1.67 -0.27 17.58 2.36 0.76
2,5 1.55 -0.03 15.01 3.19 0.93
3,1 0.97 -0.49 10.09 2.05 0.28
3,2 0.27 -0.26 6.87 2.56 0.51
3,3 0.90 -0.43 12.42 2.56 0.99
3,4 1.15 -0.37 13.24 1.87 0.56
3,5 1.81 -0.06 18.37 2.76 1.32
4,1 -0.27 -0.27 3.71 1.92 0.12
4,2 0.98 -0.50 13.08 3.10 0.43
4,3 1.00 -0.50 14.52 2.15 0.21
4,4 1.87 -0.11 20.81 2.14 1.18
4,5 2.00 0.06 20.85 2.96 1.37
5,1 -0.07 -0.05 5.38 1.70 0.42
5,2 -0.10 -0.09 5.29 2.03 0.51
5,3 0.72 -0.28 13.32 2.46 0.63
5,4 1.73 0.06 20.56 2.19 1.55
5,5 -3.92 -0.72 31.42 4.59 2.12
The table reports the skewness and the kurtosis of the residuals of the conditional mean equation (9) standardized with the
unconditional, case @, and the conditional, case K, standard deviation (from 10) in turn. The correct speci¿cation of the












are nil, where￿| is the residual from the mean equation (9) of the factor garch model andj| is the estimated
conditional standard deviation of (10). It is asymptotically F-distributed with 4 and 904 degrees of freedom.Table 5
&URVV￿VHFWLRQDO UHJUHVVLRQ RI H[SHFWHG UHWXUQV RQ EHWDV
unconditional FF model: July 1926 - October 2001
kq ￿B
mean￿ -0.0016 0.977 0.004 0.0036
t-ratio 0.29 3.82 0.86 3.02
1. Thecoef¿cientareobtainedby¿rstestimatingtheFama-Frenchmodelforeachofthe25quintileportfolios.
Then the cross-sectional returns are regressed on the cross-sectional values ofkcqc￿cB f o re a c ho ft h e9 0 4
months. The time series thus obtained of length 904 for kcqc￿ andB are regressed on a constant and this
constantis the¿gure reportedin thetable. The coef¿cientq refers to the market premium,￿ to the size factor
premium,B to the performance factor premium.
conditional FF model: July 1926 - October 2001
kq ￿ B
mean2 -0.0071 0.57 0.43 0.22
t-ratio -1.34 6.76 3.82 1.90
2. The coef¿cient are obtained by ¿rst estimating the following factor garch-in-mean model for the 25 cross-
sectional returns:








and then collecting the 25 values of kcqc￿ and B and regressing them on a constant￿ the value of such a
constant and its Student’s-t (for the null that it equals zero) is reported in the table.Table 6
5HODWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH ULVN SUHPLXP DQG VRPH HFRQRPLF YDULDEOHV
Expansion￿ Recession￿ x = Short-rate2 x = Long-rate2 x = Default premium2
market￿ ￿￿￿2 H￿.e S￿S2 ￿ f￿e￿ ￿ % D￿bH ￿f￿￿. ￿ % f￿HS n f￿H2 ￿ %
markete e￿￿D b￿b￿ S￿Sb ￿ f￿fDD ￿% D￿f2 n f￿2D ￿ % ￿￿￿f n e￿￿S ￿ %
smbe e￿e. D￿e. e￿2 2nf ￿￿e ￿ % ￿￿￿. n f￿2. ￿ % 2￿￿￿ n 2￿￿e ￿ %
hmle ￿￿eD 2￿D2 ￿￿.S n f￿ffD ￿ % ￿￿￿2 n f￿￿2 ￿ % ￿f￿D￿ n 2￿f￿ ￿ %
size: 1 ￿￿e2 2￿2D ￿￿S￿ n f￿f2D ￿ % ￿￿￿H n f￿fH ￿ % f￿￿b n ￿￿2b ￿ %
size: 2 .￿.￿ ￿2￿￿￿ H￿Hf n f￿fHD ￿ % S￿eH n f￿ee ￿ % ￿￿fS n .￿fD ￿ %
size: 3 e￿be H￿￿. D￿HH n f￿f￿D ￿ % e￿￿￿ n f￿2H ￿ % f￿￿b n D￿fS ￿ %
size: 4 2￿Se e￿￿D ￿￿fH n f￿f2D ￿ % 2￿2￿ n f￿￿D ￿ % f￿￿2 n 2￿SD ￿ %
size 5: e￿DD b￿SS S￿.e n f￿f2D ￿ % e￿HS n f￿￿2 ￿ % ￿f￿￿fD n2 ￿22 ￿%
marketS e￿22 b￿f￿ S￿￿￿ n f￿f2D ￿ % e￿DS n f￿￿f ￿ % ￿f￿2fD nD ￿.D ￿%
mtbv: 1 ￿￿S. 2￿DD ￿￿HD n f￿f2D ￿ % ￿￿￿D n f￿￿f ￿ % f￿￿2 n ￿￿ee ￿ %
mtbv: 2 ￿￿S2 2￿DS ￿￿He n f￿f2D ￿ % ￿￿￿e n f￿￿f ￿ % f￿￿b n ￿￿Df ￿ %
mtbv: 3 ￿f￿SD ￿.￿e. ￿2￿￿H n f￿fbD ￿ % b￿￿2 n f￿Sf ￿ % ￿￿f fn￿ f ￿2D ￿%
mtbv: 4 D￿bS ￿f￿￿2 .￿￿￿ n f￿f￿D ￿ % D￿2￿ n f￿￿e ￿ % f￿￿D n S￿￿H ￿ %
mtbv: 5 2￿￿. e￿￿b 2￿be n f￿ffD ￿ % 2￿fS n f￿￿D ￿ % ￿f￿ef n 2￿b￿ ￿ %
1. Thede¿nitionofexpansionandrecessionisbasedontheusualNBERchronology. Itisadummyvariable,I|cequallingzero
in expansion and one in recession. The coef¿cient reported for the expansion period is thek from the following regression:
r|=k+q￿I, while the coef¿cient reported for the recession period is (k n q￿. 2. The following regression has been run:
r|=k+q￿x|+0|. 3. The series of the market premium is estimated from a univariate garch-in-mean (1,1) process (see Table
1). 4. The time series of the market premium is estimated from a bivariate garch-in-mean process where the conditional
market variance and the conditional covariance between the equity return and the stock return concur to determine the ex-ante
equity premium (see Table 2). 5. Not signi¿cant at the 5 percent level. 6. This time series of the market premium is the
market-value weighted average of the ¿ve size quintiles’ risk premia.Table 7
5HODWLRQ EHWZHHQ ULVN SUHPLXP DQG LQWHUHVW UDWHV
Short rate￿ Bond rate￿
expansion recession expansion recession
size: 1 f￿ffD f￿￿￿ f￿fS f￿22
size: 2 ￿f￿f￿D f￿.2 f￿￿￿ ￿￿￿b
size: 3 ￿f￿fSD f￿eb f￿￿b f￿H2
size: 4 ￿f￿f2D f￿2. f￿￿￿ f￿e￿
size 5: ￿f￿fHD f￿Se f￿2￿ f￿bH
marketS ￿f￿f.D f￿Db f￿2￿ f￿b￿
mtbv: 1 f￿ffD f￿￿e f￿fH f￿2D
mtbv: 2 f￿ffD f￿￿D f￿f. f￿2D
mtbv: 3 f￿ffD ￿￿￿f f￿ee ￿￿.￿
mtbv: 4 ￿f￿f.D f￿Db f￿2e ￿￿f￿
mtbv: 5 ￿f￿feD f￿2e f￿￿￿ f￿eD
1. The slope of the following regression is reported in the table: o| ’ k n q ￿ %| n 0| ,where r| is the estimated risk
premium according to the i-capm scheme (Table 2) and x| is the short rate or the bond rate.
Table 8
0RQWH &DUOR H[SHULPHQW RQ WKH IDFWRU *DUFK PRGHO
mean values of the parameters￿
s
￿uS SE￿￿ SE2￿ ￿k q} E￿￿ }E2￿
￿’2ff( knq’f￿Se f￿2fe f￿2fH f￿￿bS ￿￿f2 f￿￿2. f￿eSf f￿b￿ f￿bS
￿’￿fff(knq’f￿Se f￿2￿￿ f￿22f f￿2fS f￿b. f￿￿2S f￿e.b f￿bD f￿SH
￿’2ff( knq’f￿be f￿2￿￿ f￿2￿b f￿2￿S f￿b2. f￿￿￿H f￿.bf f￿b2H f￿SbS
￿’￿fff( knq’f￿be f￿2￿￿ f￿2￿H f￿2￿S f￿b￿2 f￿￿ef f￿.bf f￿b￿f f￿Sbb
Ao￿e ￿@,￿er f￿2 f￿2 f￿2 ￿￿￿D f￿￿￿ f￿D2(f￿H￿ ￿￿2 f￿H
student’s-t of the difference between the mean values and the true values of the parameters
s
￿uS SE￿￿ SE2￿ ￿kq } E￿￿ }E2￿
￿’2ff(knq’f￿Se f￿fS f￿￿￿ f￿fS 3f￿fD 3f￿fS 3f￿2e 3f￿￿2 f￿fS
￿’￿fff(knq’f￿Se f￿￿H f￿￿2 f￿fD 3f￿￿H 3f￿fH 3f￿￿e 3f￿￿2 3f￿eb
￿’2ff(knq’f￿be f￿bS f￿bS f￿DD 3f￿b2 f￿2S 3f￿￿f 3f￿bD 3f￿Df
￿’￿fff(knq’f￿be f￿b￿ f￿bD f￿DD 3f￿b2 f￿￿e 3f￿￿. 3f￿bD 3f￿DD
1. The parameters belong to the simulation scheme reported in sub-section 3.5. N is the number of replications, knq the
persistence of the conditional variance generating process.Figure 1
6WDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI VWRFNV DQG DDD￿UDWHG ERQGV ￿￿ SHU \HDU￿ DQG FRQGLWLRQDO FRYDULDQFH
5LVN SUHPLXP RQ WKH PDUNHW IDFWRU
5LVN SUHPLXP RQ WKH VPE IDFWRU
5LVN SUHPLXP RQ WKH KPO IDFWRU
Conditional covariances and risk premia come from the estimation of the bivariate garch-in-mean model (4). The premia
reported in the second, third and fourth panel, are compared to the estimate derived from model (3). Data are monthly and
expressed as percent per year.Figure 2
0RQWH &DUOR ￿ EDVHG ￿￿￿ FRQ¿GHQFH LQWHUYDOV IRU WKH HTXLW\ SUHPLXP@
due to random changes in the conditional distribution of the errors
due to random changes in the values of the estimated parameters
a: The black area in the two panels of this ¿gure is the 95 percent con¿dence interval for the monthly values of the equity
premium estimated from July 1926 to October 2001. The estimate of the risk premium comes from an intertemporal capm
scheme (Table 2). The con¿dence interval in the ¿rst panel is calculated as the risk premium plus or less two standard
deviations. The standard deviations is obtained by simulating 5000 times the intertemporal capm (4), drawing the time-t error
from its time-(t-1) conditional distribution. The con¿dence intervalin the second panel is calculated by simulating 5000 times
the intertemporal capm scheme (4) drawing the parameters from their unconditional distribution.Figure 3
5LVN SUHPLD E\ VL]H TXLQWLOH ￿PRQWKO\ ¿JXUHV H[SUHVVHG DV SHUFHQW SHU \HDU￿
5LVN SUHPLD E\ SHUIRUPDQFH TXLQWLOH ￿PRQWKO\ ¿JXUHV H[SUHVVHG DV SHUFHQW SHU \HDU￿
Risk premia for quintile portfolios are estimated by means of the factor-garch-in-mean model (9)-(10). Size is measured by
the market value of a ¿rm￿ performance by the ratio of its market equity to its book equity.Figure 4
(TXLW\ SUHPLXP DQG VORSH RI WKH WHUP VWUXFWXUH ￿SHUFHQW SHU \HDU￿
5HODWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH VORSH RI WKH WHUP VWUXFWXUH DQG WKH HTXLW\ SUHPLXPFigure 5
/RQJ WHUP HVWLPDWH RI WKH HTXLW\ SUHPLXP ￿DQQXDO GDWD￿ SHUFHQW SHU \HDU￿
These estimates of the equity premium come from the capm scheme (3) and the i-capm (4). Estimation relies on the values
of the equity index observed monthly at the end of January of each year between 1800 and 2001￿ the bond yield is available
from 1831 only. In the estimation of (4) the covariance between the equity and the bond return is set equal to zero between
1800 and 1831.
Figure 6
(TXLW\ SUHPLXP ￿PRQWKO\ GDWD￿ SHUFHQW SHU \HDU￿
This ¿gure compares the equity premium derived from model (4) - continuous line - with the premium derived from model
(12) - dotted and bold line. Vertical lines identify peaks and troughs of the US business cycle as de¿n e db yt h eN B E R .A r e a s
market with ’E’ are periods of expansion.Figure 7
0RQWH FDUOR GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH SDUDPHWHUV RI D ELYDULDWH RQH￿IDFWRU￿JDUFK￿LQ￿PHDQ PRGHO
replications = 200￿ k n q ’f ￿be
replications = 200￿ k n q ’f ￿Se
The distributions of the parameters are recovered simulating the bivariate one-factor garch-in-mean model of sub-section 3.5.
For the distributions reported in this ¿gure, the number of replications was 200￿ the persistence of the conditional variance
generating process amounts to 0.94, in the ¿rst case, to 0.64 in the second. The length of the sample is 1000.5HIHUHQFHV
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